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Chapter 2976

Charlie shook his head and said with a sneer: “China is not for you to come and leave.

I don’t care how you hurt people and do evil overseas, but if you kill innocent people in
Aurous Hill, I will never forgive you!”

Cary blurted out: “Master Wade, I only killed one person in Aurous Hill. That person was
just a security guard here at Phoenix Mountain.

He was of no importance. For the sake of the fact that I know how to return, please
forgive me once.

In the future, one day, if Young Master Wade needs me, I am willing to help you with
whatever you wants!”

Charlie asked him with a cold expression: “Are the security guards no longer humans?
Isn’t the life of a security guard taken by you?

It’s always right to kill and pay for your life, no matter who you kill!”

Cary saw that Charlie’s expression was extremely firm, and he knew that today’s things
have all turned against him, and it is impossible to get a kind response.

He quickly analyzed the situation in his heart:

“At the moment, this guy with the surname Wade is determined to take my life.

By begging so hard, it is definitely impossible to change his side. It seems that I can
only do my best and use the last of energy to give it a go!”



Thinking of this, Cary’s expression suddenly became a bit sullen.

He looked at Charlie and said coldly: “You and I are not ordinary people. If you really
want to count, naturally we can’t compare with those ordinary people.

As the saying goes, keep a thread in everything, so that you can meet each other in the
future. If you want me to die, then I am not a Cary to get bully!”

Charlie stepped on his life Gu-worm with the tip of his toes, and said with disdain in his
mouth: “If you have anything to do with it, just use it.”

Cary gritted his teeth and said coldly: “You asked for this!”

After that, he immediately took out a black wooden stick the size of oral liquid from his
pocket, threw the stick towards Charlie suddenly, and shouted:

“You ignorant child, look at how I hunt you with Thunder-Order!”

Charlie was really taken aback by his words.

“Thunder-Order?! Could this Cary also have a thundering order?!”

As soon as he thought of this, Charlie immediately turned the aura in his body into
motion, waiting for him!

Seeing the thundering order coming straight to him, he was a little surprised while he
was vigilant at the same time.

Don’t know why, when Cary’s thunder order came out, there was no abnormality in the
sky.

According to Charlie’s own experience of using the thundering order, once this thing is
activated, the dark clouds will be pressed down and the sky will roll.

But for the thundering order of Cary, there is no movement at all.



Chapter 2977
At this moment, the thundering order exploded in front of Charlie’s eyes!

With a bang, a blast of thunder sounded out of thin air, but the movement was a bit of
thunder and rain.

Charlie only saw one-meter-long lightning coming in front of him. The energy contained
in it even made him shocked.

This thunder is not even one percent as good as what he expected.

So he didn’t take any action at all, letting the one-meter-long lightning strike him.

At this time, Cary wiped a fierce and successful smile at the corner of his mouth.

This kind of one-time thunder order, he got three in total by chance.

The first two played an extremely important role at critical moments, and now this last
one, Cary has kept it a secret for ten years.

It is more than a last resort and he was never willing to use it.

But today Charlie is really pressing too hard, leaving him no room at all, so he can only
use the secret weapon at the bottom of the box.

In his opinion, although his own Sky Thunder Order is not as powerful as real lightning.

This kind of instantaneous burst of lightning still has a very powerful lethality for people
with flesh and blood.

Although Charlie’s strength is very strong, he is after all a human being and not a god,
so he believes that he is absolutely no match for this thundering order!

Even if he was lucky enough to survive, he would lose his combat power on the spot.



At that time, he would immediately regain control of the Gu-Worm, and let it take his
brain and drain it immediately!

Dan on the side, seeing this lightning, was also frightened in a cold sweat!

Although he knew that there were many inscrutable methods in metaphysics.

It was the first time he saw someone who could turn a piece of wood into a bolt of
lightning!

At this moment, he also felt that Charlie might be at too much disadvantage.

However, at this moment when lightning struck Charlie, an unexpected scene
happened!

Chapter 2978
After the lightning struck Charlie, it was as if it had been absorbed by him in half, and
disappeared out of thin air.

And he himself, still standing there motionless, didn’t seem to be abnormal.

Not only did he not suffer any harm, but he also wore an undisguised mocking smile at
the corner of his mouth.

Cary was stunned!

He trembled in fright, and repeatedly asked: “How is it possible! How is it possible!

Why do you seem to be intact when struck by my lightning, it seems that nothing
happened?!”

Charlie spread his hand and sneered sarcastically, “That’s because I really didn’t get
anything!”

Cary seemed to be trampled on his tail, and shouted: “This is impossible!”



“What’s impossible?” Charlie smiled and said:

“By the way, I really didn’t expect that you also have a thundering order, honestly
explain, where did this thundering order come from?”

Cary asked with a horrified face: “You…how did you know that this is a thundering
order?!”

Charlie sneered: “Of course I know, because I also have one!”

“What did you say?!”

Cary’s eyes widened, his face pale and panic-stricken, and asked: “You…you also have
a thundering order?!”

Charlie smiled and said: “What? Is it strange? You have it, don’t you allow me to have
it?”

Cary blurted out:

“But…but the method of making the Thunder Order has long been lost!

My Thunder Order was dug out from the tomb of a Ming Dynasty metaphysical master
long time ago!

Except for my three thunder orders, I have never seen any other thunder order!”

Charlie smiled and said: “It seems that you are not only bad, but also very ignorant.

Your thundering order is just a defective product in my eyes. How can there be a
thundering order that can only be used once?

It’s enough to use it once, and in the end it can only summon such a small flash of
lightning. You are not ashamed to say this.

Chapter 2979



After that, Charlie took out his thundering order from his arms and said with a smile:
“Come on, let me show you my thundering order!”

Seeing that Charlie also took out a wooden token from his arms, Cary subconsciously
said: “What is the difference between yours and mine?

Isn’t it also made of lightning wood?”

Charlie said disdainfully: “Would you like to see the difference? Come, I will let you see
and show you now!”

After that, he waved his hand and raised the thundering order above his head, and
shouted: “Thunder!”

As soon as the voice fell, a large black cloud gathered in the sky at an extremely fast
speed, and there was also a rolling thunder in the dark cloud, which was terrible to see
and frightening to hear!

This movement is like a prelude to a storm!

Cary was instantly frightened by this formation, and the whole person trembled violently
unconsciously and murmured:

“How is this possible…How is this possible…”

Dan was also frightened. He stood behind Charlie, looking at Charlie’s back, and
couldn’t help asking himself:

“How can this young man have such an ability to reach the sky?! Is he an existence
higher than a warrior?

This kind of people…didn’t they disappear as early as the Tang Dynasty in the
records?!”

At the same time, Charlie held a thundering order, looked at Cary like an ant, and asked
coldly: “Cary, today I will punish you with death, can you be convinced?!”



With the sound of thunder rolling in his ears, Cary was already shocked, standing still,
and didn’t even know how to respond.

Seeing that he didn’t speak, Charlie stretched out his hand and pointed at the car that
Cary had driven.

With a bang, a blast of thunder fell from the sky, and instantly smashed into the car.

The whole car exploded in an instant, and the parts scattered and the flames
skyrocketed!

At this time, Cary was completely stunned, his legs softened, he knelt on the ground
with a thump, and then he felt his bladder loosen, and he immediately urinated in his
crotch.

Dan’s heart thumped and thumped wildly. He remembered what he had done and said
before refusing to cooperate with Charlie, and his heart was even more frightened, for
fear that he would not forgive him.

If Charlie really wants to punish him for disobedience, with his strength, he can be
wiped out in an instant!

Seeing Cary kneeling on the ground, and he was already frightened, so Charlie asked
coldly again:

“Cary, I will ask you again, today I will punish you, can you be convinced?!”

Chapter 2980
Cary’s tears and nose run down, and he choked up like a child: “I take it…I take it…I
only hope that the master can…can spare my dog life.

From today onwards, I will swear to the sky and swear to death like a dog in my life.
Follow the master, the sword, the sea of   fire, and I will not hesitate…

I ask the master to show his favor! I ask the master to show his kindness!”



Charlie smiled slightly: “Kindness doesn’t exist, and I don’t need such a person to be my
dog.”

Having said that, he looked down at the dying Gu-worm under his feet, and asked with a
sneer,

“I wonder if you have ever heard of the allusion of asking you to enter the urn?”

Cary’s face was pale.

Asking him to enter the urn, how could he not know?

A torturer who is best at torturing people invented the torture that burned a mouthful of
the urn and then hurried away, but he did not expect to be invited into the urn in the end.

To put it bluntly, it is to treat the person’s body with his own ways.

He was extremely frightened, for fear that Charlie would also open a big hole on the top
of his head.

The only thing that is gratifying is that Charlie does not understand the art of raising Gu,
nor does he have a natal Gu-worm.

Otherwise, if the Gu-worm is allowed to bite his skull cap and eat his brain, then he will
suffer a comparable pain before death.

In front of which the torture of eight hells is nothing…

So, he cried and pleaded: “I know I am guilty, so I only ask the master to give me a
happy ending…”

“Give you a good time?” Charlie smiled slightly and said: “You can’t ask me about this,
you should ask your silkworm baby!”

With that, Charlie stepped on the dying Gu-worm with his toes.



Cary felt a panic in his heart, but soon felt that Charlie must be frightening him, that his
natal Gu-worm would be loyal to him and be completely controlled by him till death, and
it is absolutely impossible to turn its head back to bite him.

However, just when he thought so in his heart, Charlie suddenly punched a spirit energy
into the Gu-worm.


